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Abstract
of
CONVERTERS ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION IN MICROGRID
by
Hanghang Deng

Statement of Problem
The use of renewable source in meeting the demand of electrical energy is getting
attention, and it can be a solution for the deficit of electrical energy. There are lot of
renewable energy in electricity generation system like solar power generation, wind
power generation and so on. Microgrid can put various forms of energy generators into a
whole system. In order to use these renewable energy, we need converters to connect
them together. Therefore, the analysis about the converter is important. We need to know
how it works and how to design it.
In this project, I will analyze multiple types converter in Microgrid which are DC-DC
converter, AC-DC rectifier and DC-AC inverter. The main part of this project is to show
the operation about each converter. The numerical example will also be given to show the
steps of designing. After the analysis, the simulation will be made by MATLAB to prove
the analysis is correct.

v

Sources of Data
Software: MATLAB/Simulink.

Conclusions Reached
The expected results of this project is to show the operation of the converter in Microgrid
and the designing steps for converter. It will have a network and I will size all equipment
based on the configuration about the network. A simulation about a small scale Microgrid
will be made to verify the operation of the network and correct sizing of all equipment.

_______________________, Committee Chair

Tracy Toups, Ph.D.

_______________________

Date
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CHAPTER
1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the depletion of fossil fuels and the deterioration of the environment,
in order to meet the demand for energy, the reform of traditional energy structure is
imperative. Therefore, renewable energy such as wind energy and solar energy has been
vigorously developed. The interface between the DC bus and the grid in the PV system
requires an intermediate power electronics bridge to convert the electrical energy into the
corresponding voltage level and type. As the Grid-connected inverter is the most
important interface device, it has direct impact on the PV generation system and the
operation of the network. In this paper, the three-phase grid-connected inverter system
and the PV generation system have been modeled. The control strategy of the grid
connected inverter has been analyzed.
In this project, microgrid system is established after an introduction and simulation of
theoretical research about power converters. Operating principles are analyzed and
numerical examples are given. Parameters designing are proposed and simulations are
done to prove the credibility. Then basic topological of the PV station and battery storage
system are introduced. Design steps of PV and battery storage system has been analyzed.
Last, two-stage grid-connected PV system using three-phase three-wire system is

employed. The pre-stage includes PV arrays and Boost converters, and the back-end
circuit includes three-phase inverter. Engineering model of PV cell has been established.
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Through the simulation to verify the grid-connected PV system can be stable and operate
safely.

3
CHAPTER
2 RECTIFIER
2.1 Introduction
A rectifier is an electrical device that converts alternating current (AC), which
periodically reverses direction, to direct current (DC), which flows in only one direction.
The process is known as rectification. Physically, rectifiers take a number of forms,
including vacuum tube diodes, mercury-arc valves, copper and selenium oxide rectifiers,
semiconductor diodes, silicon-controlled rectifiers and other silicon-based semiconductor
switches. Historically, even synchronous electromechanical switches and motors have
been used. Early radio receivers, called crystal radios, used a "cat's whisker" of fine wire
pressing on a crystal of galena (lead sulfide) to serve as a point-contact rectifier or
"crystal detector".
Rectifiers have many uses, but are often found serving as components of DC power
supplies and high-voltage direct current power transmission systems. Rectification may
serve in roles other than to generate direct current for use as a source of power. As noted,
detectors of radio signals serve as rectifiers. In gas heating systems flame rectification is
used to detect presence of a flame.
Because of the alternating nature of the input AC sine wave, the process of rectification
alone produces a DC current that, though unidirectional, consists of pulses of current.
Many applications of rectifiers, such as power supplies for radio, television and computer
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equipment, require a steady constant DC current (as would be produced by a battery). In
these applications the output of the rectifier is smoothed by an electronic filter (usually a
capacitor) to produce a steady current.
Rectifier circuits may be single-phase or multi-phase (three being the most common
number of phases). Most low power rectifiers for domestic equipment are single-phase,
but three-phase rectification is very important for industrial applications and for the
transmission of energy as DC (HVDC).
2.2 Single Phase Rectifier
The single phase rectifier is a common topic in basic electronics especially in low voltage
level.

2.2.1 Operating Principles
The single phase rectifier bridge circuit is shown in Fig. 2.1. We have diodes !" & !#
and !$ & !# to build two branches separately. The supply voltage %& is connected at the
input points of branches. The bridge structure is the best single phase rectifier.
When source voltage %& is in its positive half of period, the diodes !" and !# will begin
conducting and current '( will flow through them, at this moment, !$ and !) will be
reversed biased. The output voltage %( = %& = 2+& ,'-./, and the output current '( = '& .
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This is a double-way topology, in each half cycle the input current flows in both
directions, but the output current is always in the same direction through the load.
Contrarily, during the negative half of period of %& , the !$ and !) will begin conducting
and current '( will flow through them, at this moment, !" and !# will be reversed biased.
Now we have the output voltage %( = −%& = 2+& |,'-./|, and the output current '( =
−'& .

Figure 2.1 Single Phase Rectifier Bridge Circuit
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Figure 2.2 Output Voltage and Output Current
2.2.2 Numerical Example
As shown in Figure 2.1, %& = 2+& ,'-./ = 2100,'-./, load resistance R = 2Ω,
compute the mean value of output voltage and output current.
Solution:
+( =

2+& =

:( =

2 ∗ 100 = 141.42+

+( 141.42
=
= 70.71+
;
2
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2.3 Three Phase Rectifier
Single-phase rectifiers are commonly used for power supplies for domestic equipment.
However, for most industrial and high-power applications, three-phase rectifier circuits
are the norm.

2.3.1 Operating Principles
The three phase rectifier bridge controlled circuit is shown in Fig. 2.3, six thyristors are
used, and the circuit has a pulse number of six. For this reason, it is also commonly
referred to as a six-pulse bridge.

8

Figure 2.3 Three Phase Rectifier Bridge Controlled Circuit
The output voltage %( = %=> = %= − %> . For the three phase source, the RMS phase
voltage of three phase source is +& , amplitude phase voltage +? = 2+& , the RMS line
voltage +" = 3+& , and amplitude line voltage +A? = 6+& . Assume the frequency in AC
source is fS, period is TS, so the angular frequency . = 2CD& = 2C/F& . Then we can
have phase voltage:
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%G =

2+& ,'-./

%H =

2+& sin (./ − 120M )

%H =

2+& sin (./ − 240M )

Line voltage:
%GH = %G − %H =

2+& sin (./ + 30M )

%GP = %G − %P =

2+& sin (./ − 30M )

%HP = %H − %P =

2+& sin (./ − 90M )

%HG = %H − %G =

2+& sin (./ − 150M )

%PG = %P − %P =

2+& sin (./ − 210M )

%PH = %P − %H =

2+& sin (./ − 270M )

The phase angle between each phase voltage %G , %H , %P in sequence is 120M , and the
phase angle between each line voltage in sequence is 60M .
In this circuit, we can control when the thyristors start conducting, which means the
rectification starts, and then we can control the output voltage level. Table 2.1 illustrates
when and which thyristors conducts.
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Table 2.1 Three Phase Rectifier Operating Status When Firing Angle is 0
In three phase bridge controlled circuit, we often have a R-L load. With an inductor
working with the load, the output current will be continuous. Fig. 2.4 shows the
waveforms of input voltage, output voltage and input current in phase a when the firing
angle is 30 degrees.
In this case, we have a L-R load with a 30M firing angle, the output voltage and output
current %( , '( are continuous, and the mean value of the output voltage is:
1
+( =
C/3

TUV WXWYMZ
TUV WX

=

3
%GH d( ./) =
C

)MZ WXWYMZ
)MZ WX

%A? sin (./ + 30M )d( ./)

3
% cos]
C A?

Where %A? is the maximum value of the input line voltage.
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Figure 2.4 Waveforms of Input Voltage, Output Voltage and Input Current in Phase A
When the Firing Angle Is 30 Degrees
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2.3.2 Numerical Example
As shown in Figure 2.3, input phase voltage + = 220+, ; = 5Ω, ^ = ∞, firing angle is
30M , compute the mean value of output voltage and output current.
Solution:

+( =

3
3
%A? cos] = ∗ 2 ∗ 3 ∗ + ∗ cos] = 2.34 ∗ + ∗ cos] = 445.83+
C
C
:( =

+( 445.83
=
= 89.17+
;
5

2.4 Simulation
2.4.1 Single Phase Rectifier
As shown in Figure 2.5, we have a single phase input voltage source, set as 200V, 60 Hz.
We utilize circuit analyzed in figure 2.1, the single phase rectifier bridge model is
implemented.
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Figure 2.5 Single Phase Rectifier Simulation Configuration
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Figure 2.7 Output Voltage in Single Phase Rectifier Simulation

2.4.2 Three Phase Rectifier
As shown in Figure 2.7, we have a three phase input voltage source, set as phase to phase
8V, 60 Hz. We utilize circuit analyzed before, the three phase rectifier bridge model is
implemented.
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Figure 2.8 Three Phase Rectifier Simulation Configuration

Figure 2.9 Output Voltage in Three Phase Rectifier Simulation
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CHAPTER
3 DC/AC INVERTER
3.1 Introduction
Power inverters are devices which can convert electrical energy of DC form into AC.
They come in all shapes and sizes, from low power functions such as powering a car
radio to backing up a building in case of power outage. The purpose of a DC/AC power
inverter is typically to take DC power supplied by a battery, such as a 12 volts car battery,
and transform it into a 120 volts AC power source operating at 60 Hz, emulating the
power available at an ordinary household electrical outlet.
A basic single phase inverter circuit is shown in the Fig. 3.1. The L-C filter may or may
not be presented, and we have simple resistive load (actual AC loads are more complex).

Figure 3.1 Basic Single Phase Inverter Circuit
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Either in the single phase or three phase, there are multiple ways to control the switches.
Power inverters are used today for many tasks like Uninterruptable power supply (UPS),
AC motor drive, solar power inverter, automobile AC power inverter. Some three phase
applications include electric vehicles and DC transmission line stations. Inverters allow
the user to provide AC power in areas where only batteries can be made available,
allowing portability and freeing the user of long power cords.
On the market today are two different types of power inverters, modified sine wave and
pure sine wave. These inverters differ in their outputs, providing varying levels of
efficiency and distortion that can affect electronic devices in different ways.
3.2 Single Phase Inverter
3.2.1 Operating Principles
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Figure 3.2 Single Phase Inverter Full Bridge Circuit
Fig. 3.2 shows a full bridge single phase inverter circuit. There are two legs in this
topology, each leg has two controllable switches and each switch can be turned on by
sending a pulse to its base. The ab"W , ab$c and ab"c , ab$W are switched as pairs. This
topology allows the load voltage to vary between ++deP and −+deP , which is double the
variation available in inverters with half bridge (two switches). This results in higher
voltage and allows more power handing capability of these inverters. When
ab"W and ab$c are on, the effective voltage across the load terminals is the difference in
the voltages at nodes a and b and in this case the voltage is ++deP . Again, when
ab"c and ab$W are on , load voltage is −+deP . Due to the current 'fgU in the inductive load
can’t change direction immediately, therefore, !"W , !"c , !$W , !$c are employed in parallel
with switches to provide the current path.
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Figure 3.3

Sine Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Waveforms for Single Phase
Inverter Bipolar Switching
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As shown in figure 3.3, +P is voltage of sinusoidal wave, +h is voltage of triangular wave,
and the sampling period is F& =

"
ij

, where D& is the frequency of triangular wave. If +P >

+h , then the switches ab"W and ab$c are on and other switches are off, results +Gl at +deP
and +Hl at zero resulting in an output voltage +GH (= +Gl − +Hl ) of ++deP . When +P < +h ,
and the switches ab"c and ab$W are on, we have +Gl at zero and +Hl at +deP giving an
output voltage +GH (= +Gl − +Hl ) of −+deP .
Therefore, the output voltage varies between the ++deP and −+deP as shown in Fig 3.3.
this modulation technique is known as bipolar sine PWM as the output voltage jumps
between positive and negative values.
Therefore, for bipolar output voltage waveforms, we have the following switching policy.
If +P > +h , ab"W and ab$c are on, other switches are off, and +GH =+deP .
If +P > +h , ab"c and ab$W are on, other switches are off, and +GH = −+deP .
Therefore, output voltage +Gf = +deP ∗ nG ∗ ,'-.o / + ℎqrst-'u,, where .o = 2C ∗ Do ,
.o is angular frequency of sinusoidal wave(rad/s), Do is sinusoidal wave frequency(Hz).
The peak value of the fundamental voltage is +deP ∗ nG , where 0 ≤ nG ≤ 1, and the
maximum saturation value is +"? =
output voltage is +M," =

$ $wxyz
{

#wxyz
{

= 1.27+deP . The RMS of the fundamental

= 0.9+deP .
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3.2.2 Numerical Examples
Assume +deP = 200+, compute the magnitude and the RMS of the fundamental output
voltage.
Solution:
The magnitude of output fundamental voltage:

+"? =

4+deP
= 1.27+deP = 1.27 ∗ 200 = 254+
C

Then we can get the RMS of the output fundamental voltage:

+M," =

2 2+deP
= 0.9+deP = 0.9 ∗ 200 = 180+
C
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3.3 Three Phase Inverter
3.3.1 Operating Principles

Figure 3.4 Three Phase Inverter Circuit
Fig 3.4 shows a three phase inverter circuit. A three phase inverter has three legs, one for
each phase. Each inverter leg operates as a single phase inverter. The output voltage of
each leg +Gl , +Hl , +Pl , where n refers to negative DC bus voltage is computed from the
input voltage, +deP , and the switch positions. The inverter has three terminals, two inputs,
and one output. The inverter input is DC power that can be supplied from a storage
battery system, a PV power source, a fuel cell, or a green energy DC power source such
as high speed generators or variable speed wind generators. The sine wave signal is
supplied to a digital signal processor (DSP) controller to control the output AC voltage,
power, and frequency. The DSP controller sends a sequence of switching signals to
control the six power switches to produce the desired output AC power.
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The three phase inverters have six switches and six diodes. A switch is formed by the pair
abd and !d (' = q, }, u), which can conduct current in both directions. The three phase
inverter consists of three limbs that lie between the DC links, with each limb having two
switches. By turning on the upper switch, the output node (a, b, or c) acquires a voltage
of the upper DC line. Conversely, when the lower switch of a limb is on, the output node
of that limb attains a voltage of the lower DC line. By alternately turning on the upper
and lower switch, the node voltage oscillates between the upper and lower DC line
voltages.

+~c~,?Ä = nG ∙

3 +deP
∙
2 2

The above can be approximated as
+~c~,?Ä = 0.612+deP nG
where +~c~,?Ä denotes the root means square (RMS) value of the fundamental of output
line voltage.

3.3.2 Numerical Examples
Compute the minimum DC input voltage if the switching frequency is set at 5kHz.
Assume the inverter is rated 207.6V AC, 60Hz, 100kVA.
Solution:
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+GUoe = 207.6V, kVAr = 100kVA, D= 60Hz
The AC-side voltage of the inverter is given as
+ÇoGÉ sin 2 ∙ C ∙ D ∙ / = 207.6 2 ∙ sin 2 ∙ C ∙ 60 ∙ / = 293.59sin (2 ∙ C ∙ 60 ∙ /)
Here, +ÇoGÉ = 293.59+.
For the three phase inverter using sine PWM, the line-line peak voltage is given as
+~c~,?Ä = nG ∙

) wxyz
$

∙

$

Therefore,

+eP =

+~c~,ÇoGÉ
nG
3

2

∙

For the inverter to operate at maximum value of nG is 1, the minimum DC voltage is
given as

+eP =

+~c~,ÇoGÉ
2 293.59
=
∙
= 339.01+
1
3 nG,?GÑ
3

2

∙

Therefore, the minimum +eP = 339.01+
3.4 Simulation
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3.4.1 Single Phase Inverter
As shown below, a single phase inverter is simulated, we set the input DC voltage as 5V,
and the single phase inverter full bridge is implemented.

Figure 3.5 Single Phase Inverter Simulation Configuration
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Figure 3.6 Pulses of Single Phase Inverter Simulation

Figure 3.7 Output Voltage of Single Phase Inverter Simulation
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3.4.2 Three Phase Inverter
As shown below, based on three phase inverter circuit analysis, a three phase inverter is
simulated, we set the input DC voltage as 679V.

Figure 3.8 Three Phase Inverter Simulation Configuration
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Figure 3.9 Input Voltage & Output Line-line Voltage of Three Phase Inverter Simulation

Figure 3.10 Output Voltage +GH of Three Phase Inverter Simulation
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CHAPTER
4 DC-DC CONVERTERS
4.1 Introduction
A DC-DC converter accepts a DC input and produces a controlled DC output. Since
solid-state device came into its own with the invention of the transistor in 1947,
semiconductor DC-DC converters have appeared in practical use from 1960s, and the
market is getting bigger nowadays.
There are three basic types are the buck converter, the boost converter, and the buckboost converter. In each of the converter circuits, there is an electronic switch SW that is
driven on and off at a high switching frequency (e.g., 5-500kHz). It is the duty cycle of
the electronic switch that controls the DC output voltage. The output filtering capacitor in
each circuit shown in Fig. 4.1 is used to smooth out the ripple component of the output
voltage due to high-frequency switching. The inductor in the converter circuit can be
designed such that the inductor current is substantially smoothed.
The buck converter, shown in Fig. 4.1(a), is characterized by a smoothed output current
but a pulsating input current. The boost converter, shown in Fig. 4.1(b), is characterized
by a smoothed input current but a pulsating output current. The buck-boost converter,
shown in Fig. 4.1(c), on the other hand, has both pulsating input and output currents. By
adding a feedback controller in a converter, the output voltage of the converter can be
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regulated. Because of the square/triangular shape of the current pulses in the switching
device, these converters will generally be referred as square/wave converters.

(a) Buck Converter

(b) Boost Converter
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(c) Buck-boost Converter
Figure 4.1 Three Basic Types of Power Converters
4.2 Buck Converter
A buck converter (step-down converter) is a DC-DC power converter which steps down
voltage (while stepping up current) from its input (supply) to its output (load). To reduce
voltage ripple, filters made of capacitors (sometimes in combination with inductors) are
normally added to such a converter’s output (load-side filter) and input (supply-side
filter).
This buck converter provides much greater power efficiency as DC-DC converters than
linear regulators, which are simpler circuits that lower voltages by dissipating power as
heat, but do not step up output current through resistor.
Buck converter has been used widely in DC regulated power supply, photovoltaic system,
DC motor regulated speed, LED illumination, and other electrical power and electronics
systems. In a wind generation system, the output voltage of the rectifier is usually higher
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than the battery voltage (DC bus voltage). For voltage reduction between the rectifier
output and the DC bus, the Buck converter is used widely due to its simple structure, low
cost, and easy control.
4.2.1 Operating Principles
A buck converter circuit is shown in Fig. 4.2. We have a semiconductor switch S, and
when it is off, we have a diode to provide a path for current in the inductor. In order to
have less ripples in output voltage, we have a capacitor. We usually choose a large
inductance so that the output current will not decay to zero during the time the switch S is
turned off. This is known as the continuous-mode operation.

Figure 4.2 Buck Converter Circuit
Fig 4.3 illustrates the circuit action when the switch is on. Initially current flow to the
load is restricted as energy is also being stored in L, therefore the current in the load and
the charge on C builds up gradually during the ‘on’ period. Notice that throughout the on
period, there will be a large positive voltage on D cathode and so the diode will be
reverse biased and therefore play no part in the action.
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Figure 4.3 Buck Converter Operation at Switch On
When the transistor switch is off as shown in Fig 4.4, the energy stored in the magnetic
field around L is released back into the circuit. The voltage across the inductor is now in
reverse polarity to the voltage across L during the ‘on’ period, and it causes current to
flow around the circuit via the load and D, which is now forward biased. Once the
inductor has returned a large part of its stored energy to the circuit and the load voltage
begins to fall, the charge stored in C becomes the main source of current, keeping current
flowing through the load until the next ‘on’ period begins.

Figure 4.4 Buck Converter Operation at Switch Off
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Assume we have a continuous conduction mode, we can derive the relationship between
the input and output voltage. The average voltage across the inductor must be zero over a
complete period. Then we have:

+?oGl =

(+dl − +f )×!×FÄ − +f ×(1 − !)×FÄ
FÄ

=0

Then
+f = !+dl
Where D is the duty ratio, DÄ is the switching frequency, and FÄ is defined as FÄ = 1/DÄ ,
the switching period. The duty ratio is defined as:

!=

Ffl
= +f /+dl
FÄ

4.2.2 Numerical Example
Now we want to convert a 20V input voltage to a 5V output voltage, , the output
resistance R = 10Ω.
The duty factor of the buck converter is:

!=

+f
5
=
= 0.25
+dl 20

:=

+f
5
=
= 0.5Ü
; 10

The output current is:
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4.3 Boost Converters
The boost converter is used to "step-up" an input voltage to some higher level, required
by a load. This unique capability is achieved by storing energy in an inductor and
releasing it to the load at a higher voltage.
For example, the motors used in driving electric automobiles require much higher
voltages, in the region of 500V, than could be supplied by a battery alone. Even if banks
of batteries were used, the extra weight and space taken up would be too great to be
practical. The answer to this problem is to use fewer batteries and to boost the available
DC voltage to the required level by using a boost converter. Another problem with
batteries, large or small, is that their output voltage varies as the available charge is used
up, and at some point the battery voltage becomes too low to power the circuit being
supplied. However, if this low output level can be boosted back up to a useful level again,
by using a boost converter, the life of the battery can be extended.
4.3.1 Operating Principles
Fig. 4.5 illustrates the basic circuit of a Boost converter. In this example both of the diode
and the switch are used in power switching. The rest of the components are the same as
those used in the buck converter illustrated in Fig. 4.2, except that their positions have
been rearranged.
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Figure 4.5 Boost Converter Circuit
Fig 4.6 illustrates the circuit action when the switch is on. There is a current flows
between the positive and negative supply terminals through L, which stores energy in its
magnetic field. There is virtually no current flowing in the remainder of the circuit as the
combination of D, C and the load represent a much higher impedance than the path
directly through the switch.

Figure 4.6 Boost Converter Operation at Switch On
Fig. 4.7 shows the current path during the switch is off. As the switch is rapidly turned
off the sudden drop in current causes L to produce a back e.m.f. in the opposite polarity
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to the voltage across L during the on period, to keep current flowing. This results in two
voltages, the supply voltage VIN and the VL across L.
This higher voltage (VIN +VL), now that there is no current path through the switch,
forward biases D. The resulting current through D charges up C to VIN +VL minus the
small forward voltage drop across D, and also supplies the load.

Figure 4.7 Current Path with Switch Off
Since the capacitor C has been charged, when switch is on again, the cathode of D is
more positive than its anode, due to the charge on C. D is therefore turned off so the
output of the circuit is isolated from the input, however the load continues to be supplied
with VIN +VL from the charge on C. Although the charge C drains away through the load
during this period, C will be recharged each time the switch is off for maintaining an
almost steady output voltage across the load.
For steady-state operation, the average voltage across the inductor is zero. Then we have:

+?oGl =

1
∙ [+dl ∙ !FÄ − (+f − +dl ) ∙ (1 − !) ∙ FÄ ] = 0
FÄ
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Then

+f =

+dl
1−!

Where D is the duty ratio, DÄ is the switching frequency, and FÄ is defined as FÄ = 1/DÄ ,
the switching period. The duty ratio is defined as:

!=

Ffl
+dl
=1−
FÄ
+f

4.3.2 Numerical Example
If the switching square wave has a period of 10µs, the input voltage is 9V and the ON is
half of the periodic time, i.e. 5µs, then the output voltage will be:
VOUT = 9/(1- 0.5) = 9/0.5 = 18V (minus output diode voltage drop)
Because the output voltage is dependent on the duty cycle, it is important that this is
accurately controlled. For example, if the duty cycle increased from 0.5 to 0.99 the output
voltage produced would be:
VOUT = 9/(1- 0.99) = 9/0.01 = 900V
Before this level of output voltage was reached, there would be some serious damage
(and smoke) caused, so in practice, unless the circuit is specifically designed for very
high voltages, the changes in duty cycle are kept much lower than indicated in this
example.
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4.4 Two-quadrant Converter
DC-DC converters can operate either with current filters (usually are even the inductance
of the load) connected to the output or with voltage filters included in their structure (e.g.
buck, boost) or connected to the output (e.g. switching power supplies).
Generally, the basic structure of the DC-DC converters with voltage filters can operate in
a single quadrant of the electrical plane: output voltage – output current. If we want to
obtain a converter that can operate in more quadrants we must use combinations of such
one-quadrant converters. On the other hand, when we speak about DC-DC converters
which can operate in two or four quadrants we refer to the converters with current filters
called also choppers. Based on this observation, in what follows it will be analyzed the
two-quadrant choppers with an active load of R-L-E type (DC motor).
4.4.1 Operating Principles
The two-quadrant converter topology includes two controllable semiconductor devices
(IGBTs) with antiparallel recovery (freewheeling) diodes, forming the well know bridge
leg structure named half bridge. The way in which the half bridge structure used for a
two-quadrant converter is connected to the supply DC voltage Vs and to the load (DC
motor) is presented in Fig. 4.8. Where âG is the motor voltage, ^G and ;G are the
equivalent inductance and resistance in the motor (basically we always have L and R in
operating circuit).
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Figure 4.8 Two-quadrant Converter Circuit
Fig 4.9 illustrates the circuit action when the switch F$ is off and F" is working, the twoquadrant converter will operate as a buck converter. During the duty period, Ffl = DF& ,
we have %ä = +& , current 'äã will increase as long as +& > âG . When F" is off, Ffii = (1D) F& , current 'äã will decrease as flowing through diode !$ , we have %äã = 0. In a
completed working cycle, the mean value of %äã , +äã = !+& , and the mean value of 'äã ,
:äã will be positive flowing from point A to the load. We can control the magnitude of
+äã and :äã by changing the duty ratio D = Ffl /F& . Now both of the output voltage +äã
and output current :äã are positive, thus, current :äã is flowing from point A to load âG ,
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the two-quadrant converter is working in the quadrant I shown in Fig. 4.14. Consequently,
the boost converter is built up by F" and !$ , and the load âG will be supported by +& .

Figure 4.9 Operation as a Buck Converter
Fig 4.10 illustrates the circuit action when the switch F" is off and F$ is working, the twoquadrant converter will operate as a boost converter, and the motor will act as a generator.
During the duty period, Ffl = DF& , we have %äã = 0, the magnitude of current 'ãä will
increase, and it is flowing from âG to point A. When F$ is off, Ffii = (1-D) F& , the
magnitude of current 'ãä will decrease as flowing through diode !" to support the voltage
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source +& , we have %äã = +& . In a completed working cycle, the mean value of %äã ,
+äã = +& ∗

håçç
hj

= 1 − ! +& > 0.Then +& =

wéè
("c()

> +äã ! < 1 . Usually the ;G in

motor is so small that can be ignored, then +äã = âG , +& =

êë
("c()

. The mean value of 'ãä ,

:ãä will flow from âG to point A, then through diode !" to voltage source +& . Thus, the
output voltage +äã > 0 and output current :äã < 0, the two-quadrant converter is
working in the quadrant II shown in Fig. 4.14. The input voltage +äã = âG + ;G ∗ :äã =
âG − ;G ∗ :ãä = âG , the output voltage +& > âG , the boost converter is built up by F$
and !" to step âG up to the higher level, and the power will be delivered from âG to +& .

Figure 4.10 Operation as a Buck Converter
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In general, the magnitude of output voltage and the output current can be controlled by
changing the working status of F" and F$ . Then the DC motor can be used as a motor
when the two-quadrant converter is working as a buck converter (composed of F" and !$ ),
otherwise, the DC motor can be used as a generator when the two-quadrant converter is
working as a boost converter (composed of F$ and !" ).
4.5 Four-quadrant Converter
4.5.1 Operating Principles
Fig. 4.11 shows the four-quadrant bridge converter (also know as H bridge converter)
supplying a DC motor.

Figure 4.11 Four-quadrant Bridge Converter
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Fig. 4.12 illustrates the operation in quadrant I and quadrant II. When T4 is working and
F) is off, we have F" , !" , F$ , !$ to inform a two-quadrant converter that can be
equivalent with the converter shown in Fig. 4.8, where the output voltage is positive and
the output current can be positive or negative.

Figure 4.12 Operation in Quadrant I/II
Fig. 4.13 illustrates the operation in quadrant III and quadrant IV. When F$ is working
and F" is off, we have F) , !) , F# , !# to inform another two-quadrant converter, where the
output voltage +äã is negative and the output current can be positive or negative.
The converter will operate in quadrant III shown in Fig 4.14 when F# is off and F) is
working. Both of the output voltage and output current will be negative, then the DC
motor will run as a motor to translate the electric energy into kinetic energy. The
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converter will act as a buck converter (the DC voltage source will support the DC motor)
for stepping down +& to +ãä = âG .
Similarly, the converter will operate in quadrant IV shown in Fig 4.14 when F) is off and
F# is working. The output voltage will be negative and output current will be positive,
then the DC motor will run as a generator to translate kinetic energy into electric energy
and push power back into DC voltage source. The converter will act as a boost converter
for stepping up âG = +ãä to +& .

Figure 4.13 Operation in Quadrant III/IV
In the H bridge circuit, we can control the four switch F" , F$ , F) , F# to make the converter
operate in four quadrants. In addition, when this four-quadrant converter is supporting a
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DC motor, the DC motor can also work in four quadrants due to the change of mean
value and direction of the output voltage and output current.

Figure 4.14 Operation in Four Quadrants

4.6 Simulation
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4.6.1 Buck Converter
As shown below, based on operating principles, a buck converter is simulated, we set the
input voltage as 12.8 V.

Figure 4.15 Buck Converter Simulation Configuration
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Figure 4.16 Input Voltage of Buck Converter Simulation
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Output Voltage Vab
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Figure 4.17 Output Voltage of Buck Converter Simulation

4.6.2 Boost Converter
As shown below, based on operating principles, a buck converter is simulated, we set the
input voltage as 4 V.
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Figure 4.18 Boost Converter Simulation Configuration
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Figure 4.19 Input Voltage of Boost Converter Simulation
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Figure 4.20 Output Voltage of Boost Converter Simulation
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CHAPTER
5 MICROGRID DESIGN
5.1 Introduction
Based on the design results, we will employ all parameters for the microgrid simulation.
As power system studies are typically performed through digital simulation inside
computer simulation software[9], we will put everything in the simulation to verify them.
5.2 Microgrid system design
5.2.1 PV model
The capacity of photovoltaic cells is strongly depending on illumination intensity and
environment temperature. If illumination is constant, the photocurrent Iph will not be
influenced by different working status, thus the PV cells can be equivalent as a constantcurrent source. When PV cells are connected with load R, the photocurrent Iph will flow
through R and there is a voltage across load R. Because of voltage V’s impact on PV
cells, there will be a current Id that is in opposite direction with Iph flow through diode D.
Series resistance Rs is applied to reflect the internal resistance of PV cells. Usually the Rs
is small (10-3 ~ 5ohm) to keep enough output efficiency. Additionally, during the
producing process, there may be some tiny crack or scratch on the PV cells’ edges and
metal electrode, which will lead to electric leakage, then we have shunt resistance Rsh to
reflect this effect. It is common to set the Rsh to a large value (beyond 1k ohm).
The circuit of a PV cell is shown below:
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Figure 5.1 Equivalent circuit of the PV cell
From circuit, we have

: = :Çí − :e − :Äí
where I is current flow through load, :Çí is photocurrent in proportion to illumination
intensity, :e is current flow though diode, :Äí is leakage current in PV cell.
In addition, :e can be also obtained from:
:e = :M ìîï

ñ(+ + :;& )
−1
ÜóF

where :M is reverse saturation current (10e-4A), q is electron charge (1.610e-19C), K is
Boltzmann constant (1.3810e-23 J/K), T is thermodynamic temperature, A is the ideal
factor in PN junction, ;& is the series resistance in PV cells.
We also have
:Äí =

+ + :;&
;Äí

In conclusion,
: = :Çí − :M ìîï

ñ(+ + :;& )
+ + :;&
−1 −
ÜóF
;Äí

Commonly, we ignore ;& and ;Äí , then we have
: = :Çí − :M ìîï

ñ(+ + :;& )
−1
ÜóF
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In practical engineering application, the parameters provided by the manufacturers are
open circuit voltage òfP , short circuit current :ÄP , maximum power point voltage and
current ò? , :? . The standard condition for these parameters is with 1000W/s$
illumination, 25℃. It’s hard to get a accurate result in a short time if we use these
parameters to employ the former equation, then we need to simplify the PV model for our
design and simulation.
Because illumination intensity and environment temperature is always changing, then the
parameters given by the standard condition will lose credibility, thus we need to apply
corresponding compensation coefficient:
,ö
(1 + ]ΔF)
,
,ö
ö
:?
= :? (1 + ]ΔF)
,
ö
òfP = òfP 1 − uΔF ln (ì + ùΔa)
ö
ò?
= ò? 1 − uΔF ln (ì + ùΔa)
ö
:ÄP
= :ÄP

Then we can have a simpler and more practical engineering mathematic model derived from
the above equations:

ò
−1
ö
û$ òfP
ö
−ò?
exp (
)
ö
û$ òfP

ö
: = :ÄP
1 − û" exp

û" = 1 −

ö
:?
ö
:ÄP

ö
ò?
û$ =
−1
ö
òfP

ö
:?
ln (1 − ö )
:ÄP

c"

ö
ö
ö
ö
where ∆a = a ö − a, ∆F = F ö − F, :ÄP
, :?
, òfP
, ò?
are modification values of short circuit

current, maximum power point current, open circuit voltage, and maximum power point
voltage measured under actual conditions. From the above analysis, we have built an
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engineering mathematic model for PV cells with compensation characteristics, and we
will use MATLAB/Simulink to run the simulation of this model.
We choose parameters from model 1STH-215-P in our simulation, the parameters are
shown below:
Model

£? /b

ò? /+

:? /Ü

òfP /+

:ÄP /Ü

1STH-215-P

231.15

29

7.35

36.3

7.84

Table 5.1 Parameters of Model ISTH-215-P
When temperature is 25℃ constantly, we have the output characteristics under different
illumination intensity shown as below:

(a)
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(b)
Fig 5.2 Simulation curves of photovoltaic cell output characteristics under different
illuminations
As shown in (a), the variation in illumination intensity has a significant influence on short
circuit current when the temperature is constant, while it has less influence on open
circuit voltage. The short circuit current will increase when illumination intensity in
increasing, and vise versa. From (b), the output power will increase obviously when
illumination intensity in increasing.
Secondly, we run simulation under illumination intensity S = 1000W/s$ with different
temperature, then we have:
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.3 Simulation curves of photovoltaic cell output characteristics under different
temperatures
As shown in (a), the variation in temperature has little influence on short circuit current
and open circuit voltage. The short circuit current will increase when illumination
intensity in increasing, and vise versa. The open circuit voltage will decrease when
temperature is increasing. From (b), the output power will decrease slowly when
illumination intensity in increasing.
Generally, the output of PV cells is a nonlinear function of various factors including
illumination intensity and temperature. Comparatively, illumination intensity has greater
influence on output, while temperature has less influence.
Meanwhile, the results from simulation of PV cells including output characteristics
curves under different situations meet practical engineering experience, and the
compensated mathematic model can be easily employed during simulation and
engineering application.
5.2.2 PV station
According to the design limitations, the max voltage per string +?GÑ = 600+, and the
maximum power per array £?GÑ = 20§b. The parameters of the PV module are shown
below:
£?ÇÇ

+??Ç

:??Ç

300W

50.6V

5.93A

Table 5.2 Parameters of the PV Module
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Assume the PV station works on its best situation which means it reaches the maximum
power point, and the voltage per string also reaches its maximum value. Therefore, the
number of PV module per string NM, is:

•n =

+f
600V
=
≈ 11
+?ÇÇ 50.6V

The voltage of the module string SV, is:
a+ = •n×+?ÇÇ = 11×50.6V = 556.6+
The power each module string can supply SP, is:
a£ = •n×£?ÇÇ = 11×300W = 3.3×10) b = 3.3§b
As the maximum power per string is 20§b, the number of string in an array NS, is:

•a =

£?ÇÇ 20kW
=
= 6.06 ≈ 6
a£
3.3W

The number of array NA, is:

•Ü =

120kW
=6
20kW

A boost converter is designed for each PV array to step up the output voltage of the PV
system 556.6V, to the voltage of the DC bus 870V. We need six boost converters for six
PV arrays in this PV station.
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For each boost converter, we can get the duty factor of the boost converter from the input
and output voltages:

! =1−

+d
556.6V
=1−
= 0.36
+f
870V

Each PV array can supply 19.8kW power to the grid. We can get the input current from
the input voltage of the boost converter:
19.8×10) b
:dl =
= 35.57Ü
556.6V
The output current is:
:fgU = 5.93A×6×(1 − 0.36) = 22.77Ü
Circuit of the boost converter is shown below:

Figure 5.4 Circuit of the Boost Converter in PV Station
Switch frequency is set as:
D = 1×10# ´¨
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Considering the worst situation for the boost converter, the ripple rate of the current is set
as §d = 200%.
Then the critical value of the inductor L is:
1
870V×
+f F
10000
$
^P =
!(1 − !) =
×0.36×(1 − 0.36)$ = 2.82×10c# ´
§d :f
2×22.77A
We choose the value of L is 1.5 times of ^P because the current will be continuously
when L is larger than ^P .
^ = 1.5×^P = 1.5×2.82×10c# H = 4.23×10c# ´
Assume the ripple of the output voltage is 0.5%, the capacitor û" will be:
1
0.36×
!F
10000 ×22.77A = 1.88×10c# Ø
û=
: =
∆+f f
870V×0.5%
5.2.2 Battery Storage System
The battery storage system will supply 60kW power in daytime, then the battery storage
capacity is 60§b×12ℎ = 720§bℎ. For the safety of the battery station, the Depth of
Discharge is 50%. So, the Rated capacity of the battery storage is 1440§bℎ.The specs of
the battery shows below:
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Type

Output voltage

Capacity

Lead-Acid type

12V

255Ah

Table 5.3 Battery Unit Specs
For safety consideration, we limit battery to three in series and nine for each array.
Therefore, the voltage of battery string SV is:
a+ = 3×12 = 36+
The energy each battery can storage is the product of battery capacity and battery voltage:
aâa = 255×12bℎ = 3.06§bℎ
For each battery array, we have nice battery, the energy each array can storage is:
Üâa = 9×3.06§bℎ = 27.54§bℎ
As we need store 1440kWh energy in the storage system, the number of the battery array
is:

•Ü =

1440
= 52.3 ≈ 53
27.54

The battery station charges during daytime, and discharges during nighttime. Therefore,
the converter should be effective on both directions. We choose Bi-directional
Buck/Boost converter for the battery storage system. The circuit shows below:
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Figure 5.5 Bi-directional Buck-Boost Converter
As the voltage of battery array is 36V, and the voltage on the DC bus is 870V. Therefore,
we can get the duty factor of the converter:

!=

+f
870
=
= 0.96
+f + +dl 870 + 36

The capacity of each battery array is 27.54kWh, the depth of discharge is 50% and the
battery will work 12 hours. Therefore, the power battery can supply is:

£HGUUo∞_GG∞ =

27.54×10) ×50%
= 1147.5b
12

As the voltage of the battery array is 36V, we can get the input current of the converter:

:dl =

£HGUUo∞_GG∞ 1147.5
=
= 31.875Ü
+dl
36

And the output current of the converter is:

:fgU =

:dl
31.875
(1 − !$ ) =
×(1 − 0.96) = 1.33Ü
!"
0.96

We set the switch frequency is:
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D = 1×10# ´¨
Considering the worst situation for the converter which means the ripple rate of the
current §d = 200%.
The critical value of the inductor L is:
1
36×
+dl F
10000 ×0.96 = 5.42×10c≤ ´
^P =
!=
§d :dl
2×31.875
When the L is bigger than the ^P , the current is continuously. So, the we choose the value
of L is 1.5 times of ^P .
^ = 1.5×^P = 1.5×5.42×10c≤ = 8.13×10c≤ ´
When the battery is discharging, we set the ripple of output voltage to 5%, Therefore, the
capacitor û$ is:
û$ =

!"
0.96
=
= 2.93×10cY Ø
§D; 0.05×10000× 870
1.33

When the battery is charging, we also set the ripple of output voltage to 5%, therefore,
the capacitor û" is:
û" =

!$
0.04
=
§D; 0.05×10000×

36
31.875

= 7.08×10c≤ Ø
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5.2.3 DC-AC inverter

The working voltage of the PV system and the battery storage system is DC voltage, then
we need a DC-AC inverter to transform the DC voltage to AC voltage to connect them to
grid. The circuit shows below:

Figure 5.6 DC-AC Inverter Circuit
The voltage level of the AC bus is 480V, and the DC input is 870V, therefore, then we
can get the modulation index:

nG =

5.3 Results

+~c~,≥¥&
3 +eP
×
2 2

=

480× 2
3×435

= 0.9
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PV station
PV module
£??Ç

+??Ç

PV array
:??Ç

300W 50.6V 5.93A

output

NM NS NA Voltage Power
11

6

556.6+

6

120W

Table 5.4 PV Station

Converter of the PV station
Type

Number

Duty
Factor

switch
frequency

L

C

Boost

6

0.36

1×10# ´¨

4.23×10c# ´

1.88×10c# Ø

Table 5.5 Converter of PV Station
Battery storage system
Specs of battery
Type
Lead-Acid type

battery array

output

Voltage Capacity NM NS NA Voltage Power
12V

255Ah

3

3

53

Table 5.6 Battery Storage System

36+

60W
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Converter of the Battery Storage system
Type

Number

Duty
Factor

switch
frequency

L

û"

û$

Bidirectional
Buck/Boost

53

!
= 0.96

1×10# ´¨

8.13
×10c≤ ´

7.08
×10c≤ Ø

2.93
×10cY Ø

Table 5.7 Converter of Battery Storage System
DC-AC inverter
modulation index

0.9

Rated voltage

460V
Table 5.8 DC-AC Inverter

5.4 Simulation
Based on the design results, we will employ all parameters for the microgrid simulation.
As power system studies are typically performed through digital simulation inside
computer simulation software[9], we will put everything in the simulation to verify them.
5.4.1 PV Station Simulation
Base on all the calculation, we build a PV station by using MATLAB/Simulation. The
PV station have six PV arrays and boost converters. The circuit of the PV station shows
below:
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MATLAB/Simulation. The PV station has six PV arrays and six boost converters. The
circuit of the PV station shows below:

Figure 5.7 PV Station Simulation
In the simulation, we use the PV block from MATLAB to present the PV array. The
parameters of the PV station we have got from the chapter 4 shows below:
PV module

PV array

£??Ç

+??Ç

:??Ç

NM

NS

NA

300W

50.6V

5.93A

11

6

6

Table 5.9 PV Station
Therefore, we set the parameter of the PV array block as same as Table 5.9.
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We have six boost converters in the PV station. The parameters of the Boost Converter
are shown below:
Converter of the PV station
Type

Number

Duty
Factor

switch frequency

L

C

Boost

6

0.36

1×10# ´¨

4.23×10c# ´

1.88×10c# Ø

Table 5.10 Converter in PV Station
In the simulation, the six inductors are set to the same value which is 4.23e-4H. And for
the capacitor, six capacitors are connected parallel and each value are 1.88e-4F. So the
six capacitors can be presented by one capacitor which value is the sum of six capacitors.
The value of the capacitor C in the simulation is set to 1.13e-3H.
As we can see from the Fig 5.1. This subsystem has four input which are block signal,
duty factor, Sun irradiance and temperature. We can block the Boost Converter by set the
block signal to 1. By block the boost converter, we can block the PV station too.
According to the calculation did in chapter 4, the Duty Factor should be set to 0.36. For
the Sun irradiance and the temperature, in order to reach the maximum power point, the
Sun irradiance is set to 1000b/s$ and the temperature is set to 25° [3]. The subsystem
output is connected to the DC bus.
5.3.2 Battery Storage System Simulation
The battery storage system, as we said before, it can be charged during the daytime and
discharge during the nighttime to supply power to the load.
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In Table 4.1, it says the battery storage system absorb 60kW power in the daytime, Therefore,
we use a 60kW load to present the battery storage system in the daytime. During the
nighttime, the battery storage system supply power to the load.
A standard battery model presented in [*] is implemented, the battery is modeled using a
simple series connected controlled voltage source with a constant resistive value, as shown
below:

Figure 5.8 Nonlinear standard battery model
where the controlled voltage source is described by
â = âM − ó

∂
∂c deU

+ Üìîï −∑ '∏/

+HGUUo∞ = â − ;dl :HGUUo∞
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where âM is the no load battery voltage (V), K is the polarization voltage (V), Q is the
battery capacity (Ah), A is the exponential zone amplitude (V), B is the exponential zone
time constant inverse (Ah)-1, +HGUUo∞ is the battery voltage (V), ;dl is the battery internal
resistance (Ω), :HGUUo∞ is the battery current (A), and

'∏/ is the charge supplied and

drawn by the battery (Ah).
The parameters of the battery storage system are shown in Table 4.7. We have 53 battery
arrays in this storage system. During daytime, the 53 battery arrays supply power the load.
The switch 1 is on and the switch 2 is off. During nighttime, the switch 1 is off and the
switch 2 is on. The storage system is presented by a 60kW load.
Battery storage system
Specs of battery
Type
Lead-Acid type

battery array

output

Voltage Capacity NM NS NA Voltage Power
12V

255Ah

3

3

53

870+

60W

Table 5.11 Battery Storage System
For each battery array, the circuit of a two-quadrant converter is shown below:
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Fig 5.9 Circuit of the Two-quadrant Converter
The parameters of the bi-directional buck/boost are shown in Table 5.3. In the simulation,
we set the duty factor to 0.96. The L and C in the simulation are also set to the same as
we got in chapter 4.
Converter of the Battery Storage system
Type

Number

Duty
Factor

Twoquadrant

53

! = 0.96

Switch
Frequency
1×10# ´¨

L

C
8.13
×10c≤ ´

7.08
×10c≤ Ø

Table 5.12 Converter in Battery Storage System
As shown in the Fig 5.3. The simulation has one input signal which is the switch signal.
When the switch signal is 1, the battery storage system will work as a 60kW load. While
the switch signal set to 0, the battery storage system will act as a source which supply
60kW power to the system. The output values in the Fig 5.3 are connected to the DC bus.
5.1.3 DC/AC Inverter in Microgrid
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Figure 5.10 Microgrid Circuit
A DC/AC inverter is designed to transfer the DC to AC. The circuit of the microgrid
shows in Figure 5.10.
As shown in the Figure 5.10, on the DC side, we have a PV station, a battery storage
system and a 20kW load. While on the AC side we have a generator which can supply
60KVA power and a 100KVA load. The DC side and the AC side are connected through
a DC/AC inverter. Based on the calculation we have done in chapter 4, the modulation
index of the inverter is 0.9. Therefore, the Amplitude of the sine wave 1, 2 and 3 are set
to 0.9.
5.2 Results
During daytime, the PV supplies 120kW and the generator supplies 60kW to the
microgrid. The total load including the battery storage system is 180kW.
Conversely, during nighttime, the PV shut down and the battery storage system start to
discharge. Each of the battery storage system and the generator supplies 60kW to the
microgrid. And the total load in the microgrid is 120kW.
Then we put these two parts together, there are 12 hours in daytime and 12 hours in
nighttime. 0.2 seconds is used to present 12 hours, thus the simulation time is set to 0.4
seconds to present one day.
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Figure 5.11 The Voltage on the DC Bus During One Day
The voltage on the DC bus is shown in Figure 5.11. 0.2 seconds is used to present 12
hours in simulation. As shown in Figure 5.11, there is some ripple at 0.2 second but the
voltage goes steady quickly and still maintain close to 870V and the mean value of the
voltage on the DC bus is 864V.

Figure 5.12 The Voltage on the AC Bus During One Day
The voltage on the AC bus is shown in Figure 5.12. The RMS values of the voltage on
the AC bus are 475.4V, 476.1V and 477.1V respectively, the frequency is 60Hz.
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Above all, the simulation results are close to our design expectation, the design
parameters and models can be employed for future simulation and research.
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CHAPTER
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this project, multiple types power converters in Microgrid are analysed
including single/three phase rectifier, single/three phase inverter and four types of
converter. Design steps for the PV station and battery storage system are also explained.
The main purpose of this project is to show the operation and design method of every part
in Microgrid. After all analysis, a small scale microgrid are built based on the model we
built. A simulation about the small scale microgrid has been done to prove the parameters
we have designed are correct. The simulation is achieved using MATLAB/Simulink.
•

This project focuses on explaining the operation of each power converter.

•

For the PV station, the Sun irradiance and temperature are constant. In the

future, we need to set the sun irradiance and temperature variable and develop a
MPPT method to make sure the PV station is works at the maximum power point.
•

A control method of the inverter is needed in the future when the PV

station and the battery storage system outputs are variable.
•

In order to meet the harmonics standard, the alternate side of the inverter

should be to connected in series with a passive filter to reduce the high frequency
harmonics.
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Appendix

Fig 7.1 Simulation Model of PV Cell
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Figure 7.2 PV Grid-connected System Simulation
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